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The Mission
Girl Scouting builds girls of courage,
confidence and character who make the
world a better place.

The Girl Scout Promise
On my honor, I will try:
To serve God and my country,
To help people at all times,
And to live by the Girl Scout Law.

The Girl Scout Law
I will do my best to be
honest and fair, friendly
and helpful, considerate
and caring,
courageous and strong, and
responsible for what I say and do,
and to
respect myself and others,
respect authority,
use resources wisely,
make the world a better place, and
be a sister to every Girl Scout.
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OVERVIEW
Public relations is defined as the actions of an organization in establishing and promoting a
favorable relationship between itself and the public. Everyone in Girl Scouts, from the youngest Girl
Scout Daisy to the Board Chair, is responsible for maintaining this positive and favorable
relationship! The council’s marketing department works very closely with the local media to
maintain a positive image of Girl Scouts through fun and engaging stories.
As a Public Relations Coordinators, you are a representative of the Girl Scout brand, and how Girl
Scouts is perceived. By keeping with brand consistency and messaging, you are the advocate for
your Service Unit. You help channel information and promote the Girl Scout Leadership Experience
in your community, and by doing so, you help create and maintain a positive public image for the
organization you represent.
Girls are doing amazing things every day, and what better way to show it off, but by sharing it with
the local media!
For any questions or concerns after reviewing this wealth of information, please feel free to email
Gail Morris, Director of Marketing & Communications at gmorris@gssne.org
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PURPOSE & OBJECTIVES
This guide is designed for all new & returning PR Coordinators (or those acting as such) who are
responsible for increasing the local visibility of Girl Scouts as the leadership development
organization that builds girls of courage, confidence and character, who make the world a better
place.
To convey the correct perception of Girl Scouts, it’s important to be consistent in all of our messaging
and communications. Therefore, upon completion of this self-study, you will understand:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public relations and the role of the Public Relations Coordinator
How to communicate effectively and consistently within the Girl Scout brand and garner
media in the local community.
How to write a press release
Overview of the GSSNE website
Overview of Social Media
Overview of the new G.I.R.L. branding
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WHAT IS PUBLIC RELATIONS?
Public relations is the art of managing the spread of information about a company or organization and
ensuring it is shared out to the public in a positive light. In terms of the PRC role, this information is
shared out via Press Releases to your local news contacts in your communities!

YOU are Public Relations our G.I.R.LS are our
PUBLIC RELATIONS lets get the news out!
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WHAT IS A PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATOR?
ROLE & RESPONSIBILITIES:
The Service Unit Public Relations Coordinator is responsible for increasing the local visibility of Girl
Scouts as the leadership development organization that builds girls of courage, confidence and
character, who make the world a better place. The Public Relations Coordinator helps channel the
information and promotes the Girl Scout program in their community.
Public Relations Coordinators also design media releases to shape public perception of the
organization and to increase awareness of its work and goals - to tell the Girl Scout story!
And telling the story also includes incorporating the new branding strategy launched by
GSUSA in late 2016!

Being a G.I.R.L. is both about big, life-changing moments, and about the little, everyday ways our girls
bring about positive change. You can highlight both kinds of stories, as they help illustrate the breadth
and depth of what Girl Scouting is all about and what being a G.I.R.L. is all about!
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WHO SUPPORTS THE PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATOR?
The Service Unit Public Relations Coordinator receives support from within their own Service Unit
and from the GSSNE Marketing & Communications Team. This combination of efforts is designed to
allow the Service Unit PR Coordinator to receive the best possible support.

The Role of the GSSNE Marketing & Communications Team
Working in partnership with the Public Relations Coordinator, the GSSNE Marketing & Communications
Team will:
Organize quarterly meetings with all PRCs to review upcoming
campaigns/opportunities, as well as review of previous quarterly PR experiences and
outreach
Provide press release templates for specific campaigns when directed by GSUSA
Share branded council materials that can be used for PR purposes
Provide opportunities to share noteworthy/special events or news on the council social media
accounts and website (i.e. creation of a “Did You Take the Lead…?” page on the new GSSNE
website).
Provide insight into unique questions that may arise.
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THE GIRL SCOUT BRAND
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WHAT IS A BRAND?
A brand is the identity of a specific product, service, or business and it can take many forms,
including a name, sign, symbol, color combination or slogan. And, according to the Non-Profit Times,
a brand, is a reflection of everything associated with an organization: quality of its work, reputation,
staff, leadership, culture, core values, programs, services and products.
It is the market’s impression of the organization and how customers experience the organization.
Therefore, how we speak—our verbal identity plays a big part in ensuring that our brand experience
is consistent across touch points and audiences.

WHAT IS THE GIRL SCOUT BRAND PROMISE?
BRAND PROMISE:
Girl Scouts gives every girl access to life-changing experiences that inspire her to do something BIG.
This brand promise is what the Girl Scout organization commits to the people it interacts with. It’s not
a description of what the organization does in a literal sense. It’s a description of the organization’s
character. To some extent, it’s a mission; it’s how the organization creates and delivers value. Also, it’s
the feeling the organization conveys to its stakeholders. Two youth serving organizations, for example,
may have similar programs, but provide different atmospheres, different associations, and different
customer experiences based on their brand promises.
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BRAND IDENTITY
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GIRL SCOUT’S IDENTITY
We have two visual identity assets to use in our materials: the service mark which is to be used for the
business of Girl Scouting, and the trefoil icon which is to be used to communicate the fun of Girl
Scouting.

The Service Mark

The Icon

Business of Girl Scouting

Fun of Girl Scouting

We have two LOGOS:
The Girl Scouts logo & our council logo.
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GIRL SCOUT’S IDENTITY

The Icon in Action
As we look to bring a bit of fun to our communications, we will have some guidelines to ensure that we
don’t undervalue our trefoil! We want to have fun, but let’s assume the trefoil is already happy – no
smiley faces please!
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GIRL SCOUT’S IDENTITY

Master Brand
In terms of color palette, we have a bold green for the master brand, along with colors associated with
the journeys to create an identifying color for each grade level. And in 2016, GSUSA launched an
expanded palette too! These palettes help ensure that we have a strong identity for the overall Girl
Scouts brand.
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MASTER BRAND

PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATOR
PROCEDURES
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PR COORDINATOR PROCEDURES & TIPS
GIRL SCOUT SERVICE UNIT PUBLIC RELATIONS:
•
•
•
•

Get familiar with the local papers in your Service Unit Area. You’ll want to make a list of
email contact names and email addresses. This will be a handy list to have when it comes
time to share press worthy news with your community!
Be sure to coordinate and communicate often with your Service Unit volunteers on newsworthy
information
Write and send press releases for any press worthy pieces. Reference the press release template if
needed to help get yourself going! (located on the Press Release Toolkit Webpage
http://www.gssne.org/en/for-volunteers/online-support-for-volunteers/press_release_toolkit.html)
Contact the GSSNE Marketing & Communications Director at gmorris@gssne.org with questions.

COUNCIL-WIDE PUBLIC RELATIONS:
•
•

Council will be the main contact for large events/newsworthy events (i.e. large scale events like
Cookie Rally, Cookies & Cocktails, Leading Women, etc).
GSSNE will be the main contact for all local TV and radio media outlets.

NATIONAL PUBLIC RELATIONS:
•

Girl Scout's of the USA is the main contact for all national media.

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS:
•

Never make a statement to the media – contact GSSNE for any emergency issues.

COOKIE PROGRAM PUBLIC RELATIONS:
•
•
•

GSSNE will coordinate all of the Cookie Program mainstream large press efforts (radio stations,
local news station coverage, etc).
GSSNE will send out press releases to local publications at the beginning of Cookie Season
letting them know Cookie Season is starting.
PR specialists are encouraged to submit post-Cookie Booth Sale - photos and stories to your
local media outlets! Share the successes of your troops!

REPRESENTING GIRL SCOUTS (important to communicate to your Service Units as a PR Rep!):
•
•
•

When a Girl Scout or Girl Scout volunteer is representing Girl Scout's in any way, they must
behave in an appropriate, mature manner that fairly represents the Girl Scout movement.
If a Girl Scout and/or Girl Scout volunteer acts in violation of this procedure, they may lose
their membership privileges.
It is critical to remember that Girl Scouts is a NON-PARTISAN non-profit organization. This
means that when a member of Girl Scout's (i.e. girl, volunteer, Board member, staff
member, etc) is representing the organization at any type of event or public interaction
(i.e. cookie booth, town celebration, etc) the Girl Scout member’s own personal political
opinions/loyalties are not to be voiced while representing Girl Scout publicly. To do so is a
violation of the Girl Scout mission.
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SENSITIVE ISSUES SUPPORT
Contact the GSSNE Marketing & Communications Director at gmorris@gssne.org for sensitive issues support:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planned Parenthood
WAGGS
Recent participation in the Inaugural Parade
Cookie Boycott
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Sensitive Political Issues
Anything you may feel uncomfortable/uncertain about.
When in doubt, please ask the customer to contact the council office directly for comment.
If you are ever contacted by the press to make a statement on behalf of Girl Scouts, please direct them
to contact the Council office. If it is something that does safely belong back in your local community as a
local news story, we will happily defer back to you!
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PRESS RELEASE PROCEDURES
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TIPS FOR WRITING A PRESS RELEASE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Please TYPE your press releases – no handwritten releases
Include your contact information
Attention grabbing headlines
Always “immediate release” at the top
Send press release in a timely manner
Remember the Who, What, When, Where, Why, and How
Always put the most important facts first
Keep the content simple and straightforward, but you can keep a little personality. We are Girl Scouts!
State facts, never assume
Avoid personal comments – unless they are quotes
No more than one page
Email your releases
Send a picture of the related event
Visit the online Press Release Toolkit for specific details on writing your best Press Release!

PRESS RELEASE FORMAT
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A PRESS RELEASE THAT WENT TO PRINT ONLINE! IN KIND ARTICLES!
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WEBSITE
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GSSNE WEBSITE - OUR COUNCIL PAGE

PR TOOLKIT RESOURCES ON THE WEB!
You’ll find a vast a amount of helpful Press Release Toolkit information our new gssne.org website. You
can find a press release template and lots of useful tips and tricks.
Visit -> VOLUNTEER -> VOLUNTEER RESOURCES -> PRESS RELEASE TOOLKIT
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SOCIAL MEDIA
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FACEBOOK - @GSSNE - Sarah Cholewa
Why Are We Still Using Facebook? Because people still use Facebook, and everyone still connects through it. This
shouldn’t come as a great surprise to anyone, as it’s a fact that with 1.3 billion users, Facebook is where all your
friends are likely to be. Nothing else works quite as well as Facebook does, and as social media alternatives
continue to pop up, there are only half of a fraction of the users that Facebook has.
Our Facebook has increased over the past year, but with your continued help we can push it even further! From
last year, we have increased just under 770 followers. When you have opportunities to network, speak with
others in the community you represent, etc – be sure to encourage people to visit us on Facebook and like our
page. Our social media sites are now updated daily!

PLEASE OUR LINK WITH ALL THE SERVICE UNITS
SHARING IS CARING!!!!
Audience:
Adult
Members/
Girls/ Donors/
Stakeholders/
Board/
Community
# of Followers
4,469
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FACEBOOK - @GSSNEALUM - Sarah Cholewa
Our GSSNE Alum page was created in July 2016 with the intention to continue to maintain the lifelong connections and provide opportunities for reminiscing, networking, mentorship, leadership
and service.
Whether you were a Girl Scout Brownie for one year, a member for five years, or a volunteer for 20
years, you are forever connected to a rich, vibrant movement.
If you are an Alum or know any Alums we encourage you to share your stories and experiences you
had as a Girl Scout. With your help we can get the word out that Alums have their own page!

REMINDER IF YOU ARE PART OF THE GIRL
SCOUTING TEAM YOU ARE AN ALUM!!!!
Encourage all to Click the Like button AND FOLLOW!!

Audience: Adult
Members/Girls/
Donors/
Stakeholders/
Board/
Community
# of Followers
200

TWITTER - @GirlScoutsofSNE
Twitter has been a GREAT way for our local council to get the attention of the national Girl Scouts of the USA
headquarters! More than once they have shared a local troop’s accomplishment NATIONALLY on their Twitter
account after seeing it posted on ours with their account “tagged” by us. We have increased our followers 161,
and will continue to need your support!
If you have a super special story to submit to council for highlighting on our social media sites don’t forget to visit
the “Did You Take the Lead Like a Girl Scout? Tell Us About It!” link on our website under “Our Council”! You can
submit story and images to us via that page!
LAUNCHED: July, 2009
FOLLOWERS: 1147
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INSTAGRAM - @gssne
We will continue to focus our efforts on growing Instagram with over 700 million users and more than one
billion photo's being shared daily our GSSNE brand will benefit from the exposure. By posting creative and
helpful content weekly we continue to grow our followers and engage an attentive audience. We are working on
daily updates and encourage you to follow us and share photo's!
We encourage you to get involved and help promote anytime council is working on a #hashtag campaign (ie
#likeagirlscout – GSUSA is using this to identify images of our girls doing AMAZING things in their community!).
We also ask that you encourage your contacts to follow us on Instagram since we are growing in leaps and
bounds!

FOLLOWERS: 772
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Listed as: Girl Scouts of Southeastern New England

Our Linked in page has continued to be a positive resource for both press coverage and funding
development. By adding connections, answering questions and participating in group discussions our
company’s brand will be much more visible and GSSNE be considered experts in building girls of courage,
confidence and character, who will make the world a better place!
Just recently we made contact with several media outlets through this medium and were approved to
run our PSA's for in kind marketing.

LAUNCHED: 2017
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Pinterest - gmgssne

just launched 8/19

Pinterest is a great tool for increasing links back to our website, engage with our target audience
and thus driving more interest in our programs. Just recently, Pinterest hit more than 10 million
unique visitors, making it one of the fastest growing websites ever. In the past six months, visits
to Pinterest grew by 4,000%, receiving 11 million hits in just one week.
For our use pinterest will enable us to remain pertinent with the GSSNE mission
and provide useful information for our volunteers and troops as well!!! So feel free to follow us
and PIN away!!! until conversion we have two site.... i will certainly keep you update as we
move forward:
https://www.pinterest.com/gmgssne
https://www.pinterest.com/girlscoutsSNE/

G.I.R.L. – Branding!
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G.I.R.L. – Go-Getter, Innovator, Risk-Taker & Leader!
G.I.R.L. and the slogans that are married to it - “take the lead like a Girl Scout” and “the power of G.I.R.L.” are
much more than a marketing campaign or a catchy slogan. They represent the foundation of our
organization. Everything about Girl Scouts is linked to the principles of G.I.R.L. This will now be infused in
everything we do as Girl Scouts, especially how we “market” ourselves, how we talk to the press, to the
public and even to each other!
Below is some of the language that will be shared in marketing materials over the coming months. These
materials will replace the “I can’t wait to…” campaign and will no longer be used once the new G.I.R.L.
literature and collateral is fully available. It’s an exciting time to be a PR Coordinator – that’s for sure!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While some people still think of us as just cookies, badges, campfires, and friendship bracelets, Girl
Scouts are so much more. Girl Scouts are groundbreakers, big thinkers, and role models.
Girl Scouts design robots, start garage bands, and improve their communities—and yes, they sell the best
cookies on the planet. When she's a Girl Scout, she’s also a G.I.R.L. (Go-getter, Innovator, Risk-taker,
Leader)™.

Go-getter
She’s bold, honest, and determined to succeed. Goal oriented and ambitious, she’s also a lifelong learner who believes no challenge is too difficult!
Innovator
Thinking outside the box is her specialty, so she’s always looking for a creative way to take
action. She definitely knows how to get things done.
Risk-taker
Courageous and strong, she’s keen to try new things and to embrace the unfamiliar. She’s
ready to step up and break the mold if that’s what it takes.
Leader
She’s confident, responsible, and committed to changing the world for the better—and she’s
happiest when others join her in taking the lead!

These are the traits that define girls of courage, confidence, and character, who make the world a better
place. This is the Girl Scout DNA.
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2019 - 2020 GIRL MEDIA TEAM - Sarah Cholewa
The GSSNE G.I.R.L. Media Team is a courageous group of strong, confident and outspoken Girl Scouts who are
not afraid to defy expectations and demonstrate the go-getter spirit of all Girl Scouts. They seek out opportunities
to connect with other girls, the media and the community at large and contribute to the evolution of how Girl
Scouting is viewed. The G.I.R.L. Media Team is a year-long program which gives girls the chance to be included in
various council based media opportunities. From radio and television interviews to special council and
community based events, these girls do a great job at sharing the Girl Scout message far and wide.
The application for the 2020 GSSNE G.I.R.L. Media Team will open in mid-September with their first meeting
happening at the November Cookie Kick Off. Girls who are first year Juniors and up are welcome to apply, and we
hope you will share the application announcement when it’s posted to Facebook! Once we get the new year
rolling, we hope to plan a meeting where you, as PRC’s, can chat with their girls about how you share the Girl
Scout message within your communities.

SAMPLE MARKETING IMAGERY
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT
We are in need of PRC’s in several local areas. We ask that you reach out to the other troops and
see if they would volunteer to help our cause for getting the GSSNE news out to the public. It is
important for all of us to continually be engaging with the public regarding the GSSNE Mission, so
we can carry on:
Building girls of courage, confidence and character, who make the world a better place.

